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They are They are They are They are goldengoldengoldengolden, they are , they are , they are , they are blackblackblackblack;;;;    
They are They are They are They are pinkpinkpinkpink, they go back, they go back, they go back, they go back    

To the soil at the beginning of time;To the soil at the beginning of time;To the soil at the beginning of time;To the soil at the beginning of time;    
    

Each one has a shine of Each one has a shine of Each one has a shine of Each one has a shine of itsitsitsits own; own; own; own;    
Each one is special in its loEach one is special in its loEach one is special in its loEach one is special in its lone;ne;ne;ne;    

EachEachEachEach one is a one is a one is a one is as radiant as the next;s radiant as the next;s radiant as the next;s radiant as the next;    
Each is pure enough to cure the hexedEach is pure enough to cure the hexedEach is pure enough to cure the hexedEach is pure enough to cure the hexed....    

    
Lively in each feature;Lively in each feature;Lively in each feature;Lively in each feature;    

Dazzling in their beauty;Dazzling in their beauty;Dazzling in their beauty;Dazzling in their beauty;    
Astonishing in their intelligence;Astonishing in their intelligence;Astonishing in their intelligence;Astonishing in their intelligence;    

Astounding in their charmAstounding in their charmAstounding in their charmAstounding in their charm    
    

Each jewel is a rarity;Each jewel is a rarity;Each jewel is a rarity;Each jewel is a rarity;    
Yet are so easily found;Yet are so easily found;Yet are so easily found;Yet are so easily found;    
Lovely and fraLovely and fraLovely and fraLovely and fragrantgrantgrantgrant    

There scent is spread There scent is spread There scent is spread There scent is spread ‘‘‘‘roundroundroundround....    
    

Each jewel has a smile,Each jewel has a smile,Each jewel has a smile,Each jewel has a smile,    
Unique to itself;Unique to itself;Unique to itself;Unique to itself;    

Each one of us is a jewel,Each one of us is a jewel,Each one of us is a jewel,Each one of us is a jewel,    
Ready for our turn to shine.Ready for our turn to shine.Ready for our turn to shine.Ready for our turn to shine.    

 


